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Getting Closer to Industry

- Women Engineers Summit that was held on 4th of May, 2016.
- Technical meetings:
  - Towards 5G: On Network Softwarization
  - Software Defined Mobile Networks: Beyond LTE Architecture

Students and Young Professionals

- 2016 11th IEEE UAE Student Day, Saturday, 21 May 2016 in Al Ain University of Science and Technology.
- IEEE YP Meeting March 2016 - MOM
- IEEE YP Executives Participation in Women Engineers Summit
- 25 student chapters in total

Section Vitality

- IEEE Student Day for the 11th consecutive year
- Seven society chapters and three joint society chapters
- Total members count is 1313. Student members are 365 and 75 graduate students

Miscellaneous / Recommendations / Feedback

- 11th Anniversary for the IEEE Student Day
- Organize women engineers summit for the first year in April, 2016